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Newsletter 2163
GM’s Note:
The guests Mini and Bibi’s two daughters, Marieke and Elena, who are no stranger to the
Harriets, were gathered at the run-site waiting for the rest of the pack to turn up, when
we arrived. They were joined by John, Maireke’s other, Oliver and W’Anchor .
As Akz Hole is still not fit enough to hash he had to contract the run to Sai Seng who came
at the very last minute to tell us all something about it, which was that the On Up was all
virgin and to enjoy it.
As usual Money and Goodyear went off like a shot and naturally already thought they
knew where the paper was going and headed off in the WRONG direction. Like sheep the
rest of us started to follow until we heard a roar from Sai Seng telling us we were ALL
getting it wrong. He came over to the bridge and pointed in the right direction for the
start. Most turned around and went the correct way but the FRBs didn’t and hence had to
do their own run. Later we heard the excuses that there was no paper but if you looked
carefully it was there and led to the On In.

Having been pointed in the right direction we hit the start of the long On Up. Being at the
back as usual (this week even Silentman had deserted me) I made steady progress and
soon joined Jose and Heang. Just as we were on the rise, Money, Goodyear and Oliver
came down and began advising us NOT to go as the trail was full of thorns and if I went left
I would hit the downward path to Moongate (which was NOT the correct way out). As
tempting as it sounded Jose, Heang and I decided to plow on and do the whole run as set.
The trail WAS a virgin one and I could imagine the effort made by Sai Seng as he had
created a path by slashing away thorny bushes and small shrubs and in many places the
ground was soft and slippery. We met Longhair and Caroline (Monty’s daughter) doing a
reverse run. Poor Caroline looked exhausted and after assuring her the end was not too
far away we continued on.
The flora and fauna of the jungle was beautiful and both Jose and Heang were admiring
the girth of a huge tree we came across. As I have said many times to people, Hashing is
one way of seeing the hidden treasures of Penang where no tourists go.
Jose was beginning to tire and asked about a short cut but alas where we were it was best
to continue. We hit the top soon after and started on the On Down with a sense of relief.
It was a familiar trail but quite long but we soon heard shouts from the quarry and other
voices as we descended. At long last we hit the road at the bottom and made the run-site
just in time as the food was being served.
It was a pity that for some reason this night the usual lights were not on but there was
light enough for people to enjoy the evening which was still going strong when Mike and I
left after 11pm.
Many thanks go to Akz Hole for hosting the evening and arranging everything. The food
was very simple but extremely tasty Beehoon and fried chicken which was demolished by
the pack in short time. Akz Hole also gives his thanks to Sai Seng for setting for him and we
do too!
Circle:
1. Money, Goodyear and Oliver were given the ‘honour’ of the first icing. This was in
punishment and interrogation for doing the run “their way” and NOT “the right
way”.
2. We love to welcome guests and this week’s guests had grown by the time the run
had ended, with Marieke, Elena, John, Oliver, W’Anchor, Ah Lai and Caroline being
welcomed.

3. A charge from the floor by Christine saw Rob being iced for wearing NEW SHOES!!
Being a seasoned hasher he should have known better and perhaps he’ll remember
in future that members of the pack have sharp eyes.
4. Another charge from the floor brought Money to the ice as charged by W’Anchor.
W’Anchor then proceeded to show the pack Money’s new way of NOT scratching
himself by tapping any itchy part to rhythm. W’Anchor wanted to know if that is
what he did when he wanted sex. Soie wasn’t answering that one!!!
5. Pauline was charged by Iceman for asking to look at the hole on her bum. Naturally
any Hash gentleman would not refrain from such a duty especially when asked and
so he inspected but it was the hole in her leggings she was pointing out much to his
chagrin!! Akz Hole also found 2 more holes and saw she was wearing purple panties
underneath. However she refrained from showing the rest of the pack!
6. As promised last week, we would formally welcome our two latest members this
week. However only one turned up and so we gave him a second dose of cold bum.
After running with the Harriets off and on for several years ROB @ Shit in a Pit (ask
him the story) finally decided to join the Club. Welcome and long may you remain
with us.
7. Yet another charge from the floor saw Goodyear but Tiger Samy on ice. Samy NEVER
hashes in Penang but has been to Interhash (Kuching) and has just returned from
Pan Asia (Thailand) and this week is off to Medan for a hash. Truly an international
hasher!
8. No hash is complete without a trail to follow and hence the contractors Sai Seng and
Panda Bear were given due thanks for the semi-virgin run. It may have been a little
short for the FRBs but it was great for the rest of us and the ON UP a real toughie!!
9. The final icing was reserved for the Hare of the day Akz Hole. Many thanks for
organizing the evening festivities and we hope you’ll be back running soon.

the Pictures:

**** Next Run ****
Run 2163– 25 July 2013 – Amy Loh– New Tar Rd near Tar
College
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This week Birthday greetings go to: Jamie

- Happy Birthday to you!!!!!

Invitation runs:
August 2013
Kamunting HHH will celebrate their 25th Anniversary on Sat Aug 17th
RM 70 Run site Chuan Sin (Castus Sdn Bhd) Jalan Air Kuning Taiping
Closing date for reg. 30th June.
September 2013
7 September 2013
Ipoh Harriets – 45th Anniversary
The GAHARU TEA VALLEY, GOPENG, PERAK
Rego RM 80 until 15 July the RM 100 but no guarantee of freebies. To register, see a
Committee member.
13-15 September 2013
Pan Indo Hash XXIX Hosted by Mataram Jogjakarta Hash House Harries
For more information, contact: mataramhash@yahoo.co.id or
panindohash2013@yahoo.com
21 September 2013
8888 4H 10th Anniversary Run
Pokok Sena, Alor Star Closing date 21 August 2013, fees RM60
Contact Irene Lee, On Sec, 0175257100 or Fax 04 7714366
October 2013
Chennai Hash 13th Anniversary
Three runs and four parties at Kochi, Munnar, and Alleppey in Kerala, India.
Contact for more details: mexvarma2007@gmail.com or call +91 98 4086 6083
December 2013
6-8 December 2013 Royal Selangor Club 3H – Diamond Jubilee
Reg: RM 150 until 31/3/13. RM200 until 30/6/13. RM250 after that. No guarantee of
freebies after 1/10/13. Go to: http://www.rschhhdiamondrun2013.com
March 2014
March 13th-16th 2014 Interhash 2014 Hainan Island, China
http://www.hainaninterhash2014.com
July 2014
11-13 July 2014 10th Malaysian Nash Hash 2014
Hosted by the Sibu Hash House Harriers in Sibu, Sarawak.
See: www.malaysiannashhash2014.com

Funnies
This big, brawny, dark-skinned Latin guy walks into a bar. On his shoulder is a beautiful
blue-and-red parrot. The bartender says, admiringly "That's beautiful where'd you get
it?"
and the parrot says "Down in Mexico there's millions of 'em!"
By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold
the organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that
may happen to you.

